
1000 UT. The usual exponential decrease followed
this flare, and the D-region is seen to recover in about
2 days.

Solar activity during the recovery period was mod-
erate until 0350 UT on September 27, when another
large flare occurred. The figure shows that the D-
region responded immediately to x-radiation from
this flare. The features slightly before this time in
the proton flux curve are thought not to be real, as
the satellite was within the magnetosphere and its
sensors responded to trapped radiation belt energy.

The protons from the second flare are seen to
arrive later in the day. Note that at local midnight
on the 28th a rather large height increase occurs,
again probably caused by attachment in the absence
of visible solar radiation.

This work was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-29356.
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NOAA's meteorological program
in Antarctica

VAUGHN D. ROCKNEY

National Weather Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

The antarctic meteorological program of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has
two aspects: (1) surface and upper-air weather con-
ditions are measured frequently and reported im-
mediately to the various meteorological agencies of
the world as a part of the World Weather Watch of
the World Meteorological Organization and, during
the summer, to U. S. Navy weather forecasters at
McMurdo Station and Christchurch, New Zealand,
and (2) atmospheric constituents are monitored for
long-term, or benchmark, reference. Such monitoring
is essential for research on the fundamental problems
of air quality and climatic change.

During the 1971-1972 season, data were collected
at two stations. At Byrd Station, two NOAA em-
ployees principally engaged in other geophysical re-
search made surface weather observations. At Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station, a two-man NOAA
National Weather Service team carried out work
that consisted of:

1. Surface synoptic weather observations every 6
hours plus, during the austral summer, hourly sur-
face observations as necessary for aviation operations.

2. Rawinsonde observations (measurement of pres-
sure, temperature, humidity, and winds aloft) every
day at 0000 GMT, plus, during the austral summer,
an additional upper-air observation daily at 1200
GMT. The U.S. Navy provided manpower to assist
with the extra work at Pole Station in the summer.

3. Monitoring of upper-air weather conditions re-
lated to the "explosive" stratospheric warming that
occurred during September and October 1971.

4. Continuous exposure of special filters in a cali-
brated airstream for later laboratory analysis, by the
Atomic Energy Commission, of radioactive debris
captured by the filters.

5. Twice-monthly collection of air samples in
special evacuated flasks for later laboratory analysis
of carbon dioxide concentrations by the Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography.

6. Measurement of atmospheric turbidity simul-
taneously with the surface synoptic observations, when
astronomical and weather conditions permitted, for
the National Air Pollution Control Administration.

A new feature of the program at Pole Station this
year has been the use of a minicomputer for eval-
uation of upper-air weather data. This has enabled
us to carry on a more comprehensive program this
year than last, with the same size staff.

NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories also
had one man stationed at Pole Station. His meteoro-
logical duties included:

1. Measurement of the vertical profile of ozone
and radiation fluxes twice a month simultaneously
with the rawinsonde observations, extending NOAA's
long-period investigations of the variations of ozone
concentrations and changes of radiation fluxes at this
location.

2. Total ozone observations thrice-daily when
weather and astronomical conditions permitted, pro-
viding additional information about variations in
atmospheric ozone.

3. Continuous measurement at the surface of five
radiation parameters for NOAA's ongoing research
on the earth's heat budget.

The program for monitoring atmospheric consti-
tuents at Pole Station is designed to obtain measure-
ments in "clean" air; these benchmark measurements
will be used to determine long-term trends in the
amount of carbon dioxide and other gases, of par-
ticulates, and of trace materials in the air, any of
which might affect weather and climate or serve as
indicators of man's impact on climate. Benchmark
observations also are made at the Mauna Loa Ob-
servatory, Hawaii (jointly sponsored by the National
Science Foundation and NOAA). A third location
will be established soon by NOAA at Barrow, Alaska;
and a fourth station on Tutuila, American Samoa,
is being designed. Secular observations from these
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four locations will furnish information to enable
scientists to judge the progress of programs designed
to reduce pollution and to assess climatic changes
caused by man or by natural phenomena.

NOAA's antarctic work described here is supported
by National Science Foundation grant AG-267.

Atmospheric stability at Plateau Station
ALLEN J . RIORDAN

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University

Analysis of the 1967-1968 micrometeorological
tower data from Plateau Station is nearing comple-
tion, with analyses of more than 9,000 half-hourly
mean profiles of temperature and wind data from ten
levels on a 32-meter tower and temperature profiles
at seven surface/subsurface depths. The compre-
hensive record of temperature and wind structure
during conditions of extreme stability provides the
basis for an understanding of some unique natural
features of the lower atmosphere over a uniform
snow surface.

To examine the effects of different stabilities, the
half-hourly mean profiles were sorted into groups ac-
cording to bulk stability 0 where

AT

u) 2 + ( A v)2

with AT representing the difference between the 16-
to 24-meter mean temperature and the 1- to 4-meter
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mean temperature and Au and Av representing dif -
ferences in the geographically oriented east-west and
north-south vector wind components. A near-linear
relationship exists between 0 and the bulk Richardson
number as used by Dalrymple et al. (1966) in the
South Pole analysis.

The sunless period of 1967 (April 25 through
August 20) contains most interesting cases of un-
interrupted strong stability. Fig. 1 illustrates the
mean temperature profiles for eight stability classes
ranging from the most nearly neutral value of (less
than 0.14 deg rn 2 sec') to the most stable values
(greater than 0.56 deg m 2 see'). As stability in-
creases, the vertical temperature gradient increases
from 0.12 to 0.63 degree per meter with decreasing
temperature near the surface and more nearly con-
stant temperature at 32 meters.

Different stability classes are characterized by dif-
ferent wind profiles as illustrated by the hodographs
in fig. 2 where the end points of the wind vectors
at each adjacent level are connected for a given
class. As stability increases, the hodographs become
smaller and more spiralled in a strikingly ordered
fashion. It is believed that the hodograph pattern is
the result of both increasing stability, which progres-
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Figure 1. Mean temperature profiles for different stabilities;
sunless period, Plateau Station.

Figure 2. Mean hodographs for different stabilities, sunless
period 1967,  Plateau Station.
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